Date: March 21, 2020

Covid 19 Action Plan Update #3

PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT CLOSING:

Effective today March 21, 2020, all playground equipment at both Veterans Park and Diddi Richards Park will be closed to the public. Residents are asked to keep their children of all ages from using the equipment. We ask that residents do not tamper with the reflective tape that we have placed around the equipment.

Although the Town had taken steps previously to sanitize this equipment, our understanding of this virus now tells us that our efforts only removed elements of any virus in place at the time of cleaning and does not ward off any new virus that may come in contact between our cleaning efforts.

The Governor has also recommended that any sports activities that require multiple players to come into contact with balls, exercise equipment, playground equipment, frisbee etc, be discontinued. For this reason, the use of the Basketball court at Veterans park is prohibited as well.

These actions are being taken in conjunction with Governor Hogan’s recent recommendations.

Although all of our parks, to include Triangle Dog Park remain open and can be utilized for walking, jogging etc., I encourage everyone to heed Governor Hogan’s order that we not assemble in groups of 10 or more.

In your service,  

Mayor Travis Marion